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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a switch device comprising a switch rail (12), the switch device comprising at least one stock 
rail (14), a junction rail (32) and a switch rail support (16), and the switch rail and the connecting rail being interconnected by a weld 
joint (34). The switch rail support (16) comprises a through-opening (36) or a recess beneath the weld joint, the width of the through- 
opening or the recess being wider than the width of the switch rail (12). Furthermore, the length of the through-opening or the recess 
allows the junction rail (32) to connect to switch rails of the same or different lengths.

(57) Zusammenfassung: Die Erfindung bezieht sich auf eine Zungenvorrichtung mit Zungenschiene (12), wobei die Zungenvorrich- 
tung zumindest eine Backenschiene (14), eine Anschlussschiene (32) und eine Zungens chienenab Stiitzung (16) umfasst, und die Zun
genschiene und die Anschlussschiene tiber einen SchweiBstoB (34) miteinander verbunden sind. Die Zungenschienenabstiitzung (16) 
weist unterhalb des SchweiB StoBcs eine Durchgan gsoffhung (36) oder Aussparung auf, wobei Breite der Durchgangsoffhung bzw. 
der Aussparung groBer als Breite der Zungenschiene (12) ist. Die Durchgangsoffhung bzw. die Aussparung weist ferner eine Lange 
auf, die ein Verbinden der Anschlussschiene (32) mit Zungenschienen gleicher oder voneinander abweichender Langen ermoglicht.

[Fortsetzung auf der nachsten Seite]
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5 Description

Switch device

10 The invention relates to a switch device, in particular a grooved rail switch device, with a 

tongue blade, whereby the switch device comprises at least one stock rail, one connecting 

rail, and one tongue blade support, and whereby the tongue blade and the connecting rail 
are connected to each other via a weld joint.

15 The invention also relates to a method for replacing a tongue blade in a switch device, in

particular a grooved rail switch device, comprising at least one stock rail, one connecting 
rail as well as one tongue blade support, whereby the tongue blade and the connecting rail 

are joined to each other by forming a weld joint by welding.

20 DE 195 07 376 C2 discloses a switch device, in which the tongue blade merges with the 

connecting rail via a scarf joint. In this, the two rails are connected to each other via 

mechanical holding elements.
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As is described in for example DE 685 445 A or DE 1 048 938 B, tongue blade and 

connecting rail may also be joined by welding instead of by a mechanical connection.

In a monobloc track switch according to DE 40 11 523 Al, a tongue blade is welded to a 
connecting rail within a block.

Mechanical connections offer the advantage that tongue blades can be replaced easily. In 

contrast, welded connections require complex work, in particular if the switch device, 

which comprises the stock rail, the connecting rail, and the tongue blade support, is 
produced in monobloc design, i.e. for example has been milled out of a solid block. For 

this reason, mechanical connections between tongue blade and connecting rail 
predominantly prevail in switch devices in monobloc design.

It is the objective of the present invention to further develop a switch device and a method 

for replacing a tongue blade in a switch device in such a manner that a tongue blade can be 

replaced problem-free even in the case of a welded connection.

To meet this objective, the switch device of the above-mentioned type is characterized in 

that the tongue blade support on its lower side borders on a hollow space and comprises a 

through opening connecting to the hollow space below the weld joint, or in that the switch 

device possesses a cut-out below the weld joint, whereby the width of the through opening 

or of the cut-out is greater than the width of the tongue blade and the through opening or 

the cut-out possesses a length that facilitates connecting the connecting rail to tongue 
blades of equal or different lengths.

A method for replacing a tongue blade is characterized by a switch device, in which the 

tongue blade support on its underside borders on a hollow space and in the area of the weld 

joint possesses a through opening into the hollow space, or in which a cut-out is embodied 

in the tongue blade support below the weld joint, whereby the width of the
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through opening or the cut-out is greater than the width of the tongue blade and the through 

opening or the cut-out possesses a length that allows separating cuts between the 

connecting rail and tongue blades of equal or differing lengths, whereby to replace a 

tongue blade, a separating cut is performed through the weld joint or a separating cut is 
performed in the connecting rail adjacent to the weld joint, and subsequently the 

connecting rail is connected to a new tongue blade, whereby if the separating cut is made 
at some distance from the previous weld joint, the new tongue blade to be connected to the 

connecting rail will be longer than the replaced tongue blade by the distance between the 

previous weld joint and the separating cut.

According to the invention, a switch device consisting of stock rail, connecting rail, and 
tongue blade support, which also may be referred to as sliding plate, may be deployed 

embodied as a monobloc design, whereby connecting the tongue blade to the connecting 

rail by welding does not present a problem, since the cut-out or through opening present in 

the tongue blade support or sliding plate makes it possible to repeatedly weld a connecting 

rail or part thereof that form a part of a monobloc to tongue blades, i.e. the replacement of 

a tongue blade can take place multiple times. This provides the option to use cutting to 

remove a tongue blade to be removed and to subsequently connect a new tongue blade to 

the connecting rail by welding. Damage to the switch device itself is ruled out because of 

the invention’s cut-out in the support or the through opening, which facilitates the 

separating cut and the re-welding. In this, the cut-out or the through opening should be 

dimensioned relative to the tongue blade or connecting rail in such a manner that weld 

backings can easily be positioned below the tongue blade or connecting blade, in order to 

weld a root pass and subsequently to create for example I-seams or V-grooves.

Given properly performed welding, the separating cut can be made in the weld joint. But 

preferably the cutting will take place at some distance from the weld joint in the 

connecting rail or in the portion integrated in the monobloc. The new tongue blade 

' subsequently to be
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welded to the connecting rail is longer than the replaced rail by the amount of the distance 

between the previous weld joint and the position of the cut. Cutting to size may take place 

on site.

Preferably it is intended that the length of the cut-out or through opening is 50 mm to 150 

mm, in particular 80 mm to 120 mm, and/or the cut-out or the through opening extend on 

each side of the tongue blade or connecting rail across a width of between 10 mm and 50 

mm, in particular between 20 mm and 30 mm. Proper dimensioning in this regard easily 

allows for example 5 to 6 cuts, i.e. the replacement of 5 to 6 tongue blades, without a loss 

in functionality of the switch device.

In the absence of a through opening, i.e. if a cut-out is embodied in the support, such as 

sliding plate, then the depth should be dimensioned so that a weld backing can easily be 

introduced into the cut-out.

If it is preferably intended that the switch device is embodied in monobloc design, then it is 

easily possible to employ various other designs that are known in the state of the art. In 

particular, it is possible to construct the switch device from a lower part and an upper part, 

whereby in a grooved rail switch device the upper part comprises the stock rail, the 

connecting rail, the side rail, and the tongue blade support, while the lower part can be a 

support frame.

Another possible option is a construction in which the switch device consists of an upper 

part of a steel of high-strength grade and a lower part of construction steel or another low 

grade steel.

The scope of the invention also encompasses embodying the switch device as one piece 

from steel of a high-strength grade.

The invention is also characterized in that a switch device is embodied in monobloc 

fashion, and in particular is arranged on a base plate, some distance from which extends 

the lower side of the tongue blade support, or in that the switch device comprises a lower 

part
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in monobloc design, upon which is arranged an upper part that comprises the tongue blade

support. ■

Preferably the switch device is arranged on a base plate, at some distance from which 

extends the lower side of the tongue blade support. The hollow space formed in this 

manner may for example house a heater.

Irrespective thereof, as a further development it is intended that the base plate may possess 

a drain opening, which if projected along the vertical axis of the switch device preferably 

at least iw sections overlaps the through opening, or that from the cut-out originates a drain 
opening such as a drain channel or drain hole. This results in particular in the advantage 

that water entering through the through opening can easily drain.

The invention’s method is also characterized in that the switch device is embodied in 
monobloc design, with a block-like lower part and an upper part comprising a tongue blade 

support, whereby the cut-out extending below the support should possess a depth that 

allows inserting a weld backing.

As a further development it is intended that for welding purposes a weld backing is 
introduced into the through opening or the cut-out.

In particular, the invention is characterized in that the stock rail, a side rail, the connecting 

rail, and a tongue blade support of the switch device are embodied as a monobloc.

Preferably it is intended that the switch device consists of an upper part and a lower part of 
equal or different materials.

Further details, advantages and characteristics of the invention are not only found in the 

claims, the characteristic features explained therein - individually and/or in combination -, 

but also in the following description of a preferred embodiment example shown in the 

figures.
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The figures show:

Fig. 1 
5

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

10 Fig. 4 

device.

shows a top view onto a switch device with tongue blade,

shows an enlarged portion of Fig. 1,

shows a sectional view along the line A-A in Fig.l and Fig. 2, and

shows a sectional view according to Fig. 3, through an alternative switch

Figures 1 - 3 show a switch device 10 embodied in monobloc construction, without this 
affecting the scope of the invention’s teachings. Rather, the switch device 10, which

15 accepts a tongue blade 12, can also consist of several individual parts. However, a 

monobloc design is preferred.

The switch device 10, which is explained using a grooved rail switch device as well, 

comprises in the known manner a stock rail 14, a side rail 30, as well as a sliding plate 16,

20 which also may be referred to as tongue blade support. The tongue blade 12 is arranged 

adjustable in the known manner on the sliding plate 16. The stock rail 14 with the sliding 

plate 16 are sections of the switch device 10, which as was shown before in the drawings is 

embodied as a monobloc.

25 The switch device 10 of the embodiment example is arranged on a base plate 18, which in 
dependence on the overall height of the standard rails or grooved rail profiles, such as 

R59/60, possesses suitably adjusted thicknesses, so that no height adjustment of the switch 

device 10 itself is required.
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The slide plate 16 extends at some distance from the surface of the base plate 18, as is 

indicated in the sectional view of Fig. 3. The hollow space 20 formed thusly may for 

example contain a heater.. The hollow space 20 also serves as a drain, which via an 

opening 22 in the base plate merges into a drain plug 24. Furthermore, provided in the 

groove 26 of the stock rail 14 are drain openings 28, which are connected to the hollow 

space 20.

The slide plate 16 extends between the stock rail and the side rail 30, which extends along 

the longitudinal direction of the switch device 10 and which is part of the monobloc.

The switch device 32 further comprises a connecting rail 32, which is connected to the 

tongue blade 12 by welding. The corresponding weld joint is identified by the reference 

label 34. In the embodiment example of Fig. 3, this weld joint is situated above a through 
opening 36, which preferably is situated directly above the drain plug 24, which means that 

the projection of the through opening 36 along the vertical axis of the switch device 

overlaps the drain plug 24, which is clarified in particular in Fig. 2.

If the tongue blade 12 is for example worn or has been damaged, it must be replaced. For 

this, one performs a separating cut directly in the joint plane or at some distance to the 

latter, as is indicated by the lines 1, 2, 3, 4. These are separating cuts 38, which can be 

performed easily, in particular because of the provided through opening 36. Both the 

separating cutting and welding-in a new tongue blade is easily performed. For this, it is in 

particular intended that a plate-shaped weld pool backing, such as sheet metal, is 

positioned below the connecting rail 32 and the tongue blade in the joint region, in order to 

be able to easily weld a root pass and subsequently to form for example I-seams or ν’- 

grooves. Compared to the tongue blade to be replaced, the newly to be inserted tongue 

blade is longer by an amount that corresponds to the distance between the weld joint 34 of 

the to-be-replaced tongue blade and the separating cut. If this separating cut is performed 

directly in the weld joint 34, then the new tongue blade has the same length as the replaced

one.
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Consequently, the free space created by the through opening 36 facilitates a problem-free 

e.g. autogenous cutting and welding on account of the clearance available for the cutting 

jet. Other methods for are also feasible for performing the separating cut.

To weld in a new tongue blade, the weld backing 40 is introduced into the through opening 

below the rail foot. The weld backing may consist of sheet metal and possesses a width 
that should correspond to at least the width of the tongue width.

The through opening described with the help of Fig. 3 represents a preferred embodiment 

of the invention’s teachings. As an alternative, which is/illustrated in Fig. 4, which uses the 

same reference labels as in Fig. 3 for identical elements, it is possible to create a cut-out 
116 in the tongue blade support, i.e. in the sliding plate 16, namely in the area of the to be 

created weld connection, into which can be introduced a weld backing 40 in accordance 
with Fig. 3.

The sectional view of Fig. 4 shows a switch device 100 that has been manufactured in 

monobloc construction, however not as a single level, but consists of an upper part 102 and 

a lower part 104. The upper part 102 consists of high-strength steel, whereas the lower 

part may for example consist of structural steel. In accordance with the embodiment of 

Fig. 3, a drainage hole 28, which may merge with the connecting sleeve 24, may originate 

from the lowest point of the groove 26 of the stock rail 14, without this being an obligatory 

feature. It is also possible for the switch device 100 to be arranged on a base plate 18 of a 
desired thickness, as has been explained in connection with Fig. 3.

The invention relates to a switch device with tongue blade 12, whereby the switch device 

comprises at least one stock rail 14, one connecting rail 32, and one tongue blade support 

16, and the tongue blade and the connecting rail are connected to each other via a weld 

joint 34. Below the weld joint, the tongue blade support 16 comprises a through opening 

36 or cut-out 116, whereby the width of the through opening 36 or the cut-out
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116 is greater than the width of the tongue blade 12. Further, the through opening 36 or 

the cut-out 116 possess a length that facilitates connecting the connecting rail 32 to tongue 

blades of equal or different lengths.
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Switch device

1. A switch device (10, 100), in particular a grooved rail switch device, with a tongue 

blade (12), whereby the switch device comprises at least one stock rail (14), one 

connecting rail (32), and one tongue blade support (16), and whereby the tongue 
blade and the connecting rail are connected to each other via a weld joint (34), 
characterized in that

the tongue blade support (16) at its lower side borders on a hollow space (20) and 

below the weld joint (34) comprises a through opening (36) passing into the hollow 

space, or in that the switch device possesses a cut-out (116) below the weld joint, 
whereby the width of the through opening or cut-out is greater than the width of the 

tongue blade (12), and the through opening or the cut-out possesses a length that 

facilitates joining the connecting rail (32) with tongue blades of equal or different 
lengths.

2. The switch device of claim 1, 

characterized in that

the switch device (10, 100) is embodied in monobloc design and in particular is 

arranged on a base plate (18), at some distance from which extends the lower side of 

the tongue blade support (16), or in that the switch device comprises a lower part 

(104) embodied in monobloc design, on which is arranged an upper part (102) that 
comprises the tongue blade support.

3. The switch device of claim 1 or 2, 

characterized in that

the base plate (18) comprises a drain opening (22, 24), which, if projected along the 

vertical axis of the switch device (10), preferably at least sectionally overlaps with 

the through opening (36), or that originating from the cut-out is a drain opening such 
as a drain channel or drain hole.
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4. The switch device of at least one of the preceding claims, 

characterized in that

the length of the through opening (36) or cut-out (116) is 50 mm to 150 mm, in 

particular 80 mm to 120 mm, and/or the through opening or the cut-out extends on

5 each side of the tongue blade or connecting rail (12, 32) over a width of between 10

mm and 50 mm, in particular between 20 mm and 30 mm.

5. A method for replacing a tongue blade (12) in a switch device (10, 100), in particular 

a grooved rail switch device, comprising at least one stock rail (14), one connecting

10 rail (32) as well as a tongue blade support (16), whereby the tongue blade and the

connecting rail are connected to each other by forming a weld joint (34) by means of 
welding,

characterized in that

one employs a switch device (10, 100), in which the tongue blade support (16) is

15 bordered on its lower side by a hollow space (20) and in the area of the weld joint
(24) comprises a through opening (36) that passes into the hollow space, or in that a 

cut-out (116) is embodied below the weld joint in the tongue blade support, whereby 

the width of the through opening or cut-out is greater than the width of the tongue 

blade (12) and the through opening or cut-out possesses a length that allows
20 separating cuts between the connecting rail (32) and tongue blades of equal or

different lengths, whereby for replacing a tongue blade, a separating cut is made 

through the weld joint or a separating cut is made adjacent to the weld joint in the 

connecting rail, and subsequently the connecting rail is connected to a new tongue 

blade, whereby if the separating cut extends at a distance from the previous weld

25 joint, the new tongue blade to be connected to the connecting rail will be longer than

the replaced tongue blade by the distance between the previous joint weld and the 
separating cut.

24. August 2018-58369
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6. The method of claim 5, 

characterized in that

the switch device (10, 100) is arranged on a base plate (18), which possesses a height 

that is adapted to the overall height of the standard rails, such as grooved rail 
sections, to be connected to the switch device.

7. The method of claim 5, 

characterized in that

the switch device (100) is embodied in monobloc design with a block-like lower part 

(104) and an upper part (102) that comprises the tongue blade support, whereby the 

cut-out (116) extending below the weld joint possesses a depth that is sufficient to 
allow the insertion of a weld backing (40).

8. The method of claim 5 or 6, 

characterized in that

for welding purposes, a weld backing (40) is introduced into the through opening

(36) or the cut-out (116).

9. The method of at least one of claims 5 to 8, 

characterized in that

the stock rail (14), a side rail (30), the connecting rail (32), and the tongue blade 

support (16) of the switch device (10, 100) are embodied as a monobloc.

10. The method of at least one of claims 5 to 9, 

characterized in that

the switch device (100) consists of an upper part (102) and a lower part (104) of 
equal or different materials.

24. August 2018-58369
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